What do you think of when you hear “Ball Grabbers”? That’s right, physics-based Sports-Arcade
soccer fighting madness!
Challenge your friends in Ball Grabbers, grab the ball better than them, and scooooore! Pick
your character based on your strategy, perform Power-Shots, throw curve balls, and do what
you must to beat everyone else until you’re crowned the ultimate Ball Grabber.
Choose from 5 gorgeous arenas filled with detail and use their shape and quirks to your
advantage! Select a character from 3 unique fighters, each with strengths of their own. Ball
Grabbers plays best with controllers, but can also be enjoyed on a single keyboard by two
players – like back in the day!

Get the game on Steam!

Controls on a Gamepad

Controls on Keyboard

Tips & Tricks
Power Shot
If you can, Grab the Ball from the air to perform a Power Shot! When activated, you have 2
seconds to throw the ball with extreme power. It’s easy to learn, hard to master!

Dash & Tackle
Keep on Dashing to get to the Ball faster, and to tackle your opponent!

Techniques
You’re not always in a hurry to throw the ball, you can also run towards the goal to score. While
you’re at it, it may be worthwhile to keep on jumping so you’re harder to hit!

Arena-specific Tips
Each arena has its own quirks that can help you, but also play against you. Here are a few
gotchas you can use to your advantage in each Arena:

Sheep County
The sheep keep walking on the field, and they may interfere with your game, so it might be
better to throw them outside the arena. However you could perhaps throw them either on your
own side, or your opponent’s side of the Arena, in order to make your opponent grab them while
you’re catching the Ball.

Game of Balls
The bombs are going to explode when they hit anything, unless you grab them in the air. When
you’ve grabbed it, you can throw it towards your opponent and it will explode and stun him/her.
Or you can throw it to the Ball, possibly making it bounce towards your opponent’s goal.

Dummy Beach
There are a bunch of traps at the Beach. Usually it’s best to try to avoid them. At the start of the
game don’t run straight towards the Ball, but instead, go around the trampoline trap! However,
when you hold the ball, you can use the trampoline to get higher and then throw the ball from
the air!

Check Mate
All of the Chess pieces are physical objects that may interfere with your throws. If you just can,
go clear the field for yourself, and keep the pieces in front of your goal so it’s harder for your
opponent. Also, beware of the Moose.

Temple Ruins
This is pretty straight-forward Arena - probably most suitable for hardcore gamers. There is a
slight random factor that comes through the thunderstorms, so beware of the lightning!

Support
Please don’t hesitate to contact us through email, Facebook or Twitter in case you have
something to say or ask. We’d gladly hear any feedback and thoughts you may have!
www.parttimemonkey.com
Email: contact@parttimemonkey.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/parttimemonkey/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/parttimemonkey

